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INTRODUCTION: Chromatin adopts an in-
tricate three-dimensional (3D) organization
in the nucleus that is critical for many ge-
nome processes, from gene regulation to ge-
nome replication. Our understanding of the
chromatin organization remains relatively poor
at the kilobase-to-megabase scale, which spans
the sizes of individual genes and regulatory
domains and is thus of critical importance to
genome regulation. Recent Hi-C experiments
revealed topologically associating domains
(TADs) as a ubiquitous chromatin organiza-
tion feature in many organisms. However, the
basic properties of TADs, including whether
TADs represent a fundamental unit of ge-
nome organization in individual cells or an
emergent property from cell population av-
eraging, and the formation mechanism of TADs,
remain unclear. In addition, our understanding
of genome organization is largely built on pair-
wise interactions, whereas relatively little is known

about higher-order chromatin interactions. Meth-
ods that provide a high-resolution visualiza-
tion of chromatin structure in individual cells
will elucidate these and many other questions
related to genome organization.

RATIONALE: We report a super-resolution
chromatin tracing method that allows deter-
mination of both the structural features and
their genomic coordinates with high resolution
in single cells. We reason that if numerous
chromatin loci could be identified and precisely
localized in individual cells, connecting their
positions would allow us to trace the chroma-
tin conformation. However, typical multicolor
imaging allows only a few loci to be simulta-
neously imaged. To overcome this challenge, we
partitioned the targeted genomic region into
numerous segments, each 30 kb in length, and
imaged individual segments using sequential
rounds of fluorescence in situ hybridization. This

allowed us to generate a 3D super-resolution
image of the chromatin in numerous pseudo-
colors, each reporting the position and struc-
ture of a 30-kb segment with nanometer-scale
precision.

RESULTS: Our imaging data revealed an
abundance of TAD-like domain structures
with spatially segregated globular conforma-
tions in single cells. The domain boundaries
varied from cell to cell, exhibiting nonzero
probability of residing at any genome posi-
tions, but with a preference at CCCTC-binding
factor (CTCF)- and cohesin-binding sites.

Notably, cohesin deple-
tion, which abolished TADs
at the population-average
level, did not alter the
prevalence of TAD-like
structures in single cells;
only the preferential po-

sitioning of domain boundaries was lost,
explaining the loss of population-level TADs.
Our results suggest that cohesin is not re-
quired for the formation or maintenance of
single-cell domain structures, but that their
preferential boundary positions are influenced
by cohesin-CTCF interaction.
In addition, we observed prevalent multi-

way interactions among triplets of chromatin
loci. These higher-order interactions were co-
operative, i.e., most three-way contacts were
observed at higher frequencies thanwould be
expected from the frequency of pairwise inter-
actions. Notably, these multiway interactions
were also retained after cohesin depletion.

CONCLUSION: Our imaging method offers a
high-resolution physical view of chromatin
conformation of targeted genomic regions in
single cells, providing a powerful and com-
plementary approach to sequencing-based
genome-wide methods for interrogating ge-
nome organization. The TAD-like structures
andmultiway chromatin interactions observed
in single cells add important constraints on
genome folding and have implications for
understanding the role of genome structure
in diverse biological processes from enhancer-
promoter communication to genome compart-
mentalization. We envision that future work
will further improve the resolution and genomic
coverage of this approach and will combine the
imaging of chromatin with regulatory factors
and/or expressedRNAs to reveal the underlying
mechanism and functional implication of chro-
mosome organization.▪
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Super-resolution chromatin tracing reveals TAD-like domain structures in single cells.
Consecutive 30-kb segments of a chromatin region of interest were sequentially imaged
with diffraction-limited or super-resolution fluorescence microscopy. The pseudocolored
images of the positions of individual chromatin segments in single cells and the corresponding
matrices of intersegment distances reveal TAD-like structures with a globular conformation
in single cells. The population-average matrix reveals TADs at the ensemble level.
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Mirae Parker4†, Seon Kinrot1, Kei Yamaya2, Alistair N. Boettiger2‡§, Xiaowei Zhuang1‡§

The spatial organization of chromatin is pivotal for regulating genome functions.We report
an imaging method for tracing chromatin organization with kilobase- and nanometer-scale
resolution, unveiling chromatin conformation across topologically associating domains
(TADs) in thousands of individual cells. Our imaging data revealed TAD-like structures
with globular conformation and sharp domain boundaries in single cells. The boundaries
varied from cell to cell, occurring with nonzero probabilities at all genomic positions
but preferentially at CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF)- and cohesin-binding sites. Notably,
cohesin depletion, which abolished TADs at the population-average level, did not diminish
TAD-like structures in single cells but eliminated preferential domain boundary positions.
Moreover, we observed widespread, cooperative, multiway chromatin interactions, which
remained after cohesin depletion. These results provide critical insight into the mechanisms
underlying chromatin domain and hub formation.

T
hree-dimensional (3D) organization of the
genome and cis interactions between ge-
nomic loci regulate many cellular processes,
including gene expression, DNA replication,
and DNA damage repair (1–6). Recent de-

velopment of chromosome conformation cap-
ture technologies, such as Hi-C (7), have greatly
enriched our understanding of chromatin orga-
nization (4–6), revealing genome-wide struc-
tural features, such as topologically associating
domains (TADs) and CTCF-dependent chroma-
tin loops (8–12).
TADs are revealed in ensemble-averaged Hi-C

contact maps as domains within which chro-
matin shows high contact probability (8–11).
TADs tend to coincide with epigenetic domains,
harbor co-regulated genes, and are generally con-
served across cell types and species (4–6, 8–11).
At a finer scale, TADs are divided into smaller
domains with enhanced contact frequency,
named sub-TADs (or contact domains), which
are more variable across different cell types and
thought to be involved in differential gene ex-
pression (6, 12, 13). Despite the proposed central

role of these domain structures in chromatin organi-
zation and genome function, many of their basic
properties remain unclear. In one view, it has
been proposed that TADs represent a fundamen-
tal physical unit of the genome organization
within individual cells, which promote intra-
domain chromatin interactions but inhibit
interdomain interactions through spatial seg-
regation (6, 14, 15). Recent super-resolution
imaging studies provide partial support for this
view by showing repressed chromatin domains
as spatially segregated compact structures or
nanocompartments in single cells (16, 17). How-
ever, recently reported single-cell Hi-C maps
exhibit only a low density of chromatin con-
tacts in individual cells and cell-to-cell varia-
bility in these contacts, leading to the debate
over whether TADs exist in single cells (18–21).
Although enrichment of chromatin contacts and,
occasionally, large TAD-like structures could be
observed in some genomic regions in single-cell
Hi-C maps, the sparsity of contacts in these
maps makes de novo identification of individ-
ual chromatin domains and domain bounda-
ries challenging in single cells. An alternative
view has thus been proposed that the genome is
not packaged into spatially segregated domain
structures in single cells but is largely organized
by recurrent pairwise interactions in an other-
wise diverse ensemble of conformational con-
figurations, with TADs being considered an
emergent property from cell population averag-
ing due to a tendency for contact enrichment
within specific genomic regions in individual
cells (19, 22). These two distinct models of TADs
have different implications for our understand-

ing of cis regulation of chromatin, but un-
fortunately a clear physical understanding of
the TAD structure is still missing. Hi-C ex-
periments have also identified “loop interac-
tions,” primarily observed at the boundaries of
TADs or contact domains that harbor convergent
CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF) sites (4–6, 12).
Loop interactions have been proposed to facil-
itate interactions between regulatory sequences
near the CTCF sites, such as enhancers and
promoters, to induce gene activation (4, 12).
Although numerous pairwise loop interactions
have been observed in various genomes by Hi-C
and other methods, higher-order interactions
that involve more than two genomic loci are
only beginning to be explored (23–27).
A major challenge in addressing the ques-

tions regarding chromatin organization is the
lack of tools to provide a high-resolution vi-
sualization of the physical structure of chromatin
in individual cells at the kilobase-to-megabase
scale, which spans the sizes of genes and reg-
ulatory domains. Despite recent innovations in
imaging methods that advance our knowledge
of chromatin organization at this scale [see for
example, (16, 17, 28–31)], current microscopy ap-
proaches provide limited sequence information
and resolution, and hence the power of high–
spatial-resolution visualization is not accompa-
nied by an ability to map the genomic sequences
of chromatin structures de novo.

Multiplexed super-resolution
fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH)
imaging for chromatin tracing

In this work, we developed a highly multiplexed
super-resolution imaging approach for chroma-
tin conformation tracing, which allows unbiased
determination of both the structural features
and their genomic coordinates with high resolution
in single cells. To trace chromatin organization
within and across TADs and sub-TADs, we imaged
multiple 1.2- to 2.5-Mb regions of human chro-
mosome 21 (Chr 21), traversing different num-
bers of TADs and sub-TADs, in multiple cell
types. We partitioned each region of interest
into consecutive 30-kb segments and labeled
and imaged individual segments following a se-
quential hybridization protocol, modified from
our previous multiplexed RNA imaging method
(32) and our previous lower- (megabase) reso-
lution chromatin imaging work (33). In the
first step, we labeled the entire region with a
library of ~12,000 to 25,000 primary Oligo-
paint probes (34, 35), each primary probe con-
taining a 20-nucleotide (nt) readout sequence
that was specific for each 30-kb segment to fa-
cilitate multiplexed FISH imaging (Fig. 1A and
table S1) (33). Next, we added dye-labeled readout
probes complementary to the readout sequences
to allow three-dimensional (3D) stochastic op-
tical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) (36, 37)
or 3D diffraction-limited imaging of individ-
ual 30-kb segments (Fig. 1A and table S2). After
each round, imaging one or two segments with
single- or two-color imaging, the signal of the
readout probes was extinguished by using a strand
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displacement reaction to remove the readout
probes or by using photobleaching, or both,
and the sequential process of readout-probe
labeling and imaging was repeated until all
segments were imaged (Fig. 1A). This allowed us
to generate, for each cell, a 3D super-resolution
image of the chromatin region of interest in
numerous pseudocolors, each reporting the
position and structure of a contiguous 30-kb
segment (Fig. 1B), with <50-nm error in their

localization and <5% error in their physical sizes
(fig. S1).
These super-resolution chromatin images al-

lowed us to measure the pairwise interactions
between chromatin segments and compare the
results with ensemble Hi-C measurements. We
first focused on a 1.2-Mb region of Chr 21
(Chr21:28Mb-29.2Mb) in IMR90 fibroblast
cells using STORM imaging. Quantitatively, we
determined two complementary metrics between

each pair of segments from the STORM images:
the spatial overlap and the centroid-to-centroid
distance (Fig. 1C). For each metric, we con-
structed a matrix for the entire imaged region
for every copy of the chromosome imaged and
averaged across ~250 imaged chromosomes to
obtain a population view, which can be com-
pared to Hi-C (Fig. 1, D to F). These matrices
derived from imaging (Fig. 1, E and F, and fig.
S2A) displayed domain structures (block-like
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Fig. 1. Multiplex FISH imaging for high-resolution chromatin tracing
allows de novo identification of TADs and sub-TADs. (A) A scheme
of the imaging approach. The genomic region of interest is partitioned into
consecutive 30-kb segments and first hybridized with primary oligo-
nucleotide probes that label all segments. These probes contained a
readout sequence specific to each 30-kb segment. Each segment is
labeled by ~300 probes, but only one is shown. Readout probes
complementary to the readout sequences are then added sequentially,
allowing the imaging of individual 30-kb segments. (B) Composite 3D
STORM images of 41 consecutive 30-kb chromatin segments in a
1.2-Mb region of chromosome 21 (Chr21:28Mb-29.2Mb), in 41 pseudo-
colors, in one copy of Chr 21 of an IMR90 cell. (C) 3D STORM images of
two pairs of chromatin segments showing different degree of overlap
but similar distances between their center positions (marked by white
dots). (D) Ensemble Hi-C contact frequency matrix for the 1.2-Mb
genomic region binned at 30-kb resolution [data from (12)].

(E and F) Mean spatial-overlap matrix (E) and median spatial-distance
matrix (F) for the same region derived from multiplexed STORM imaging.
Each element of the matrix corresponds to the mean value of the
overlap fraction (E) and median value of the center-of-mass distance (F)
between a pair of the chromatin segments across ~250 imaged
chromosomes. (G) Correlation between the Hi-C contact frequency
and the mean spatial overlap shown in (D) and (E), respectively.
(H) Correlation between the Hi-C contact frequencies and median spatial
distances shown in (D) and (F), respectively. (I) Median spatial-distance
matrix for the same genomic region derived from multiplexed diffraction-
limited imaging of ~1200 chromosomes. (J) Correlation between the
Hi-C contact frequencies and median spatial distances shown in
(D) and (I), respectively. The Pearson correlation coefficients (r) are
0.92, −0.92, and −0.96 in (G), (H), and (J), respectively. The red lines
in (H) and (J) are power-law fits with scaling exponents (s) equal to
−4.93 ± 0.07 and −4.99 ± 0.05 in (H) and (J), respectively.
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structures) similar to those observed in the en-
semble Hi-C contact-frequency matrix of the
same genomic region (Fig. 1D). Both the spatial
overlap and the spatial distance displayed high
correlations with the Hi-C contact frequency,
with Pearson correlation coefficients of 0.92
and −0.92, respectively (Fig. 1, G and H). Notably,
at the kb-to-Mb scale investigated here, the Hi-C
contact frequency showed a power-law scaling
with the spatial distance, with a scaling expo-
nent of −4.9, similar to our previous observation
at the Mb–to–whole chromosome scale (33), sug-
gesting that this scaling is potentially a universal
property.
We also performed diffraction-limited 3D

imaging of each chromatin segment in the same
multiplex fashion. The ensemble spatial-distance
matrix derived from diffraction-limited imaging
also showed similar domain structures (Fig. 1I
and fig. S2B) and high correlation with the en-
semble Hi-C contact-frequency matrix (Fig. 1J).
The multiplexed STORM and diffraction-limited
imaging methods have complementary capabil-
ities: The former provided high-resolution infor-
mation not accessible to the latter, such as the

sizes and shapes of individual chromatin seg-
ments, whereas the latter allowed for faster im-
age acquisition and higher throughput for the
number of chromatin segments or cells imaged.
Because the otherwise unresolvable chromatin
segments can be separated and localized with
high precision by sequential imaging, even the
latter approach provided a super-resolution view
of chromatin conformation, albeit not as high
resolution as that obtained with the STORM
images. We used both approaches to interrogate
chromatin organization at the single-cell level,
as described below.

Super-resolution chromatin tracing
reveals TAD-like structures in single cells

Notably, our STORM images and spatial-overlap
matrices of individual chromosomes in single
cells often showed clear domain structures with
higher intradomain chromatin contact (overlap)
frequency (Fig. 2, A and B). We refer to these
domains as TAD-like structures because of their
similar appearance to TADs and sub-TADs in
the ensemble-averaged contact matrices, al-
though the boundaries of these single-cell do-

mains varied from cell to cell. For instance,
in the STORM images of two example cells,
chromatin regions that belong to different en-
semble sub-TADs showed extensive overlap in
one cell but clear segregation in another cell
(Fig. 2, A and B). We identified and quantified
the boundary positions of these TAD-like do-
mains from the single-cell spatial-overlap matrices
in an automated manner. The domain boundaries
showed substantial cell-to-cell variation and a
nonzero probability of residing at any of the
genomic positions throughout the imaged region
(Fig. 2C). Moreover, the domain boundaries ex-
hibited a preference to reside at genomic posi-
tions containing strong binding peaks of CTCF and
cohesin (marked by one of its core subunits, RAD21),
as detected by chromatin immunoprecipitation
sequencing (ChIP-seq) (38) (Fig. 2, C and D),
giving rise to the tendency for ensemble TAD
and sub-TAD boundaries to align with these
sites (4–6, 12). Notably, these domains often
appeared as spatially segregated globular struc-
tures in the STORM images (Fig. 2B and fig.
S3, A and B). We quantified the spatial segrega-
tion using a separation score at each genomic
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Fig. 2. Chromatin forms TAD-like domain structures with spatially
segregated globular conformations in single cells. (A) The spatial-
overlap matrices of the 1.2-Mb genomic region (Chr21:28Mb-29.2Mb)
imaged in one of the two copies of Chr21 from two individual IMR90
cells. The genomic regions marked in red, cyan, yellow, green, and
purple correspond to the five sub-TADs observed at the population-
average level. (B) Multiplexed 3D STORM images corresponding
to the two chromosomes shown in (A). The chromatin segments
comprising two pairs of ensemble sub-TADs marked as red and cyan or
green and purple in (A) are pseudocolored in the same color code.
Only one pair of sub-TADs is highlighted in colors per image for ease of
visualization, and the other segments in the region of interest are
displayed in gray. Each chromatin image is rotated independently to
allow the best visualization of the color-highlighted chromatin regions.
(C) Top: Ensemble Hi-C contact frequency map with sub-TAD boundaries

indicated with black lines, shown together with the sites bound by CTCF
(cyan squares) and cohesin (represented by RAD21, magenta circles), as
determined by ChIP-seq in IMR90 cells (38). Middle: The probability
(fraction of the ~250 imaged chromosomes) for each genomic location to
appear as a single-cell domain boundary. Bottom: The median separation
score for each genomic location across the ~250 imaged chromosomes.
Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals derived by resampling
(n ~ 250 chromosomes). The separation score is determined as shown in
fig. S3. (D) The occurrence probability of CTCF and cohesin sites as a
function of genomic distance from single-cell domain boundaries. Individ-
ual single-cell domain boundaries were aligned, and the relative positions
of CTCF ChIP peaks (that colocalize with RAD21 peaks) up to 150 kb on
either side of the domain boundaries were histogrammed at 30-kb
resolution. The histograms were normalized by dividing by the total
number of boundaries.
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position describing the level of spatial separa-
tion between chromatin on either side of the
position (fig. S3, A and B). The separation scores
displayed nearly complete segregation at many
of the identified single-cell domain boundaries
(fig. S3 and Fig. 2C).
Next, we took advantage of the higher

throughput of diffraction-limited multiplexed
imaging to investigate an extended 2-Mb ge-
nomic region (Chr21:28Mb-30Mb) in thousands
of individual cells from three distinct cell lines:
IMR90 lung fibroblasts, K562 erythroleukemia,
and A549 lung epithelial carcinoma cells. Pre-
vious ensemble Hi-C data for IMR90 and K562
showed that this genomic region contains two
TADs with cell type–specific sub-TADs (fig. S4A)
(12). The ensemble spatial distance and contact
matrices derived from our imaging data again
agree well with the ensemble Hi-C contact matri-
ces for IMR90 and K562 and additionally al-
lowed TAD and sub-TAD identifications in A549

cells (Fig. 3, A to C, and fig. S4). At the single-cell
level, we observed TAD-like structures with glob-
ular 3D conformation and sharp domain boun-
daries in the images and spatial-distance matrices
of individual chromosomes in all three cell
types (Fig. 3, D to F). The domain boundary
positions again showed cell-to-cell heterogeneity,
with a nonzero probability of being located at
any genomic positions within the 2-Mb imaged
region, and showed a preference for residing at
positions bound by CTCF and cohesin (Fig. 3, G
to I, and fig. S5).
To test whether these cell-to-cell variations

in domain boundaries were caused by differ-
ent cell-cycle states, we used immunolabeling
of the cell-cycle regulator, geminin, along with
the 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) stain
to separate the cells into G1, S, and G2 phases
approximately (fig. S6, A and B). The ensemble
spatial-distance matrices were similar among
all three phases, without any notable change in

the TAD and sub-TAD boundaries (fig. S6C),
consistent with previous results (21, 39). We
observed moderate changes in TAD strength,
characterized by the TAD insulation score,
suggesting a moderate weakening of ensemble
TADs from G1 to G2 (fig. S6D), also in agree-
ment with previous results (21). Notably, single-
cell TAD-like structures were observed in all
three phases (fig. S6E), and the cell-to-cell var-
iability and preferential positioning of domain
boundaries were all similar among the three
phases (fig. S6, F and G), suggesting that the
observed cell-to-cell variations in domain bound-
ary positions were not primarily due to differ-
ences in cell-cycle state.
Next, we imaged an additional 2-MB region

(Chr21:18.6Mb-20.6Mb) that contained no dis-
cernable TAD boundaries in the ensemble Hi-C
contact matrix (fig. S7A) (12). Similarly, our
ensemble spatial-distance matrix derived from
imaging also did not show any discernable
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Fig. 3. Single-cell TAD-like structures are formed across cell types.
(A to C) Median spatial-distance matrices for the 2-Mb genomic region
of interest (Chr21:28Mb-30Mb) in three cell types: IMR90 lung fibroblast
(A), K562 erythroleukemia (B), and A549 carcinomic epithelial cells (C).
The number of chromosomes imaged (~3000 to 14,000) is indicated
above each matrix. (D to F) Single-cell spatial-distance matrices of the
imaged region (upper) and the corresponding pseudocolored images
showing 3D positions of the chromatin segments in each chromosome
(lower). Two example cells (and one chromosome copy from each cell)

are shown for each of the three cell types [(D) IMR90, (E) K562, (F)
A549]. (G to I) Top: The probability for each genomic position to be a
boundary of a single-cell domain for each of the three cell types [(G)
IMR90, (H) K562, (I) A549]. Bottom: The mean separation score for each
genomic coordinate for each cell type. Error bars indicate 95%
confidence intervals (n ~3200, 14,000, and 4000 chromosomes for
IMP90, K652, and A549 cells, respectively). The binding sites of CTCF and
cohesin (marked by RAD21) determined by ChIP-seq for each cell type
(38) are indicated with squares and circles, respectively.
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domains (fig. S7B). However, the single-cell
spatial-distance matrices often showed clearly
visible TAD-like structures with sharp domain
boundaries (fig. S7C), and the average domain
boundary strength was similar to that observed
for the ensemble TAD- and subTAD-containing
2-Mb region (Chr21:28Mb-30Mb) described above
(fig. S7D). In contrast to the Chr21:28Mb-30Mb
region, the Chr21:18.6Mb-20.6Mb region showed
largely uniform probability for the presence of
single-cell domain boundaries throughout the
region (fig. S7E), explaining the lack of do-
main boundaries in the ensemble matrix of this
region.

TAD-like structures remain in single
cells after cohesin depletion

We next investigated how chromatin structures
change upon removal of the architectural protein,
cohesin. DNA extrusion by cohesin complexes has

been proposed as a mechanism responsible for
ensemble TAD formation (22, 40). Previous
studies have shown that the depletion of cohesin
causes elimination of TADs at the ensemble
level, whereas the A/B compartment structures
enriched for active and inactive chromatin are
retained (25, 41).
Using HCT116 cells with an auxin-inducible

degron fused to a core cohesin subunit RAD21
(42), we compared the chromatin structures
under both induced and uninduced conditions
(Fig. 4 and figs. S8 to S10). We imaged a 2.5-MB
region (Chr21:34.6Mb-37.1Mb) that shows sev-
eral pronounced TAD structures within a single
type A compartment (fig. S8A, top panel), in
addition to the genomic region described earlier
(Chr21:28Mb-30Mb), which shows less pronounced
TAD boundaries superimposed on A/B compart-
ment structures in ensemble Hi-C matrices of
HCT116 cells (fig. S9, A to C, top panels) (25).

The ensemble spatial-distance matrices derived
from our imaging data were similar to the en-
semble Hi-C matrices for both regions (Fig. 4A,
left panel; fig. S8B, top panel; and fig. S9, D to F,
top panels). As expected, upon 6 hours of auxin
treatment to induce cohesin degradation, the
population-averaged TADs and sub-TADs within
the imaged regions were largely eliminated, where-
as the A/B compartment structures were retained
(Fig. 4A, right panel; fig. S8B, bottom panel;
and fig. S9, D to F, bottom panels), consistent
with Hi-C results (fig. S8A, bottom panel, and
fig. S9, A to C, bottom panels) (25). Notably, the
chromatin domains observed in single cells per-
sisted after cohesin degradation (Fig. 4B and
fig. S10A). Moreover, the domain boundary
strengths remained similar between cells with
and without cohesin (Fig. 4C and fig. S10B), and
the average number of boundaries within the
regions also remained similar between cells with
and without cohesin, as reflected by the similar
values for the mean probability for identifying
a domain boundary averaged over all genomic
positions (Fig. 4D and fig. S10C). What was
notably different in the absence of a functional
cohesin complex was that the positions of these
domain boundaries became largely uniformly
distributed along the genomic coordinate and
no longer exhibited preferential positioning at
CTCF and cohesin sites as observed in the pres-
ence of cohesin (Fig. 4D and fig. S10C). These
results indicate that cohesin is not required for
the maintenance of TAD-like structures in sin-
gle cells and that the role of cohesin in the for-
mation of ensemble TADs is to establish preferred
genomic boundaries for the single-cell domains.
By contrast, preferential boundary positions for
A/B compartment were still observed in indi-
vidual cohesin-depleted cells, similar to those
observed for untreated cells (fig. S10D), con-
sistent with the observation that A/B com-
partments at the ensemble level were retained
after cohesin depletion.
We noticed that cohesin depletion strongly

hindered but did not completely stop cell di-
vision in HCT116 cells (fig. S11, A and B), which
allowed us to examine chromatin structures in
cells that had gone through a cell cycle without
cohesin. We added the modified base 5-ethynyl-
2′-deoxyuridine (EdU) to cells for an additional
12 hours in the presence of auxin after 6 hours
of initial auxin treatment and used the EdU and
geminin signals to select cells that likely had
passed through mitosis and reentered G1 phase
(EdU+/geminin− cells) (fig. S11, C to F). We ob-
served that, despite the removal of ensemble
TAD boundaries (fig. S11G), single-cell TAD-
like domain structures also remained in this
population of EdU+/geminin− cells (fig. S11,
H to J). Because cells undergo major chroma-
tin reorganization during mitosis (39), these
TAD-like structures were likely reestablished af-
ter mitosis. These data thus suggest that cohesin
may not be required for the establishment of
domain separation in single cells either, although
future experiments are needed to further test
this notion.
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Fig. 4. Single-cell TAD-like structures are present in cells lacking a functional cohesin
complex. (A) Median spatial-distance matrices for the 2.5-Mb genomic region of interest
(Chr21:34.6Mb-37.1Mb) in the transgenic HCT116 cell line without (left) or with (right) auxin
treatment to induce cohesin degradation. (B) Example single-cell spatial-distance matrices without
(left) and with (right) auxin treatment. (C) The distribution of boundary strengths in the imaged
region for cells without (left) and with (right) auxin treatment. For each identified domain boundary
on a single-cell spatial-distance matrix, the boundary strength describes how steeply the spatial
distance changed cross the boundary position.The medians of the two distributions with and without
auxin treatment differed by less than 1%. (D) The probability for each genomic position to be a
single-cell domain boundary in cells without (left) or with (right) auxin treatment.
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Cooperative, higher-order chromatin
interactions are widespread in
single cells
In addition, our chromatin tracing approach
allowed us to study higher-order interactions
between three or more chromatin loci. We first
examined if the interaction between two CTCF
sites facilitates or inhibits the interaction with
a third. Such higher-order interactions showed
cell-to-cell variation, as illustrated in the STORM
images (Fig. 5A). When two CTCF sites (repre-
sented by letters “A” and “B”) showed overlap,
we frequently noticed an enhanced overlap of
both sites with a third CTCF site, represented
by the letter “C”, as exemplified by the triplet
of CTCF sites (A1, B1, and C1) in Fig. 5B. Be-
cause we consider only ordered A, B, and C sites
such that C was not between A and B on the
genomic coordinate, this facilitation effect can-
not be trivially explained by the polymeric na-

ture of chromatin. We systematically quantified
this type of facilitated chromatin interactions
for all ~500 combinations of such ordered
triplets of CTCF sites in the STORM-imaged
region of IMR90 cells. Among all triplets an-
alyzed, ~80% showed such facilitated interac-
tions (Fig. 5C).
We next asked whether this cooperative in-

teraction is specific to CTCF sites or is generic
to other chromatin loci. We analyzed such three-
site interactions for all segments in our imaged
regions in all cell types studied (IMR90, K562,
A549, and HCT116). We observed that, despite
notable quantitative differences observed across
different genomic regions and different cell types,
contact between two chromatin segments in
general tended to increase the probability for
these segments to contact a third segment,
even when the segments did not harbor CTCF
sites (Fig. 5, D to F). Moreover, upon auxin-

induced cohesin depletion, this facilitated high-
order interaction persisted (Fig. 5, E and F).

Discussion

Our multiplexed, super-resolution imaging meth-
od allows the 3D organization of chromatin to
be traced with nanometer- and kilobase-scale
resolution in thousands of single cells. These
imaging data directly revealed diverse chroma-
tin configurations in individual cells, providing
insights into the nature of chromatin folding.
We observed that chromatin in single cells forms
TAD-like domain structures with sharp domain
boundaries and that these domain structures
often adopt globular conformation with strong
physical segregation between neighboring do-
mains. The direct visualization of chromatin
conformation, high-detection efficiency of indi-
vidual genomic loci, and high-density single-
cell interaction or distance maps offered by our
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Fig. 5. Cooperative three-way interactions between chromatin
segments. (A) 3D STORM images of a 1.2-Mb region of interest
(Chr21:28Mb-29.2Mb) in one of the two copies of Chr 21 in two different
IMR90 cells. The entire genomic region is represented in gray, and three
specific 30-kb segments harboring CTCF sites—segments 18 (A1), 27 (B1),
and 32 (C1)—are highlighted in red, cyan, and yellow, respectively.
(B) Cooperative interactions between a specific triplet of segments A1, B1,
and C1. Left: The mean spatial-overlap matrix in the subpopulation of
chromosomes where segments A1 and B1 overlap. Right: The mean spatial-
overlap matrix in the other subpopulation of chromosomes where segments
A1 and B1 do not overlap. Circles indicate the matrix elements corresponding
to segment pairs A1-B1 (red-cyan), B1-C1 (cyan-yellow), and A1-C1 (red-
yellow). (C) Cooperative interactions between all possible CTCF-site triplets in
the 1.2-Mb imaged region. Shown in the plot are probabilities with which
segments B and C contact in individual IMR90 cells under the condition that

segments A and B contact (red) or do not contact (blue) for all ordered
combinations of CTCF triplets (~500 total) in the imaged region. “Ordered”
means that B lies between A and C along the genomic coordinate. Also
plotted is the unconditioned probability of B and C contacting regardless of
whether A and B contact (black). The index of the triplets is sorted such
that the unconditional probability is displayed in ascending order. (D) As in
(C) but for all ordered triplets of chromatin segments in an extended
2-Mb region of interest (Chr21:28Mb-30Mb) regardless of whether the
segment contains CTCF sites.There are ~90,000 such triplets in total, among
which only ~2000 are CTCF-site triplets (i.e., all three segments containing
CTCF-binding sites). (E) As in (D) but for the HCT116 cells without (left) or
with (right) auxin treatment. There are ~90,000 such triplets in total, among
which only ~700 are CTCF-site triplets. (F) The fraction of triplets of
segments that show cooperative interactions for each imaged region in
various cell types and cohesin depletion conditions.
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imaging approach allowed us to identify these
single-cell domain structures that are challeng-
ing to detect by previous methods. Hence, our
data demonstrate that TAD-like domains are
physical structures present in single cells and
not an emergent property of population aver-
aging. However, the boundaries positions of
these single-cell domains show substantial cell-
to-cell variation; therefore, the ensemble TAD
boundaries are emergent properties of popula-
tion averaging due to the preferential position-
ing of single-cell domain boundaries at sites
occupied by CTCF and cohesin. The observed
cell-to-cell variability may reflect the dynamic
nature of the single-cell domains but is not
primarily caused by different cell-cycle states.
It is also possible that the epigenetic modifica-
tion profiles vary from cell to cell, contributing
to these observed variations in domain bound-
ary positions. Notably, these single-cell domain
structures persist even after depletion of cohesin,
a treatment that eliminates TADs and sub-TADs
at the population-average level. The loop ex-
trusion model (22, 40), in which cohesin com-
plexes extrude DNA until stopped by a pair of
CTCF motifs, has been proposed to explain the
formation of TADs and sub-TADs at the pop-
ulation level (22, 25, 40, 41). However, in its
simplest form, loop extrusion does not lead to
strong physical segregation of chromatin do-
mains in single cells (22). Our data indicate
that cohesin is not required for the maintenance
of the observed single-cell TAD-like domain struc-
tures and is likely not required for the initial
establishment of these structures, either. How-
ever, the preferential positioning of the single-cell
domain boundaries at CTCF sites was abolished
after cohesin depletion, suggesting its depen-
dence on cohesin-CTCF interaction, possibly
through loop extrusion, thereby explaining the
loss of ensemble TADs upon cohesin depletion.
In addition, we observed higher-order inter-

actions between multiple chromatin loci, and
many three-way contacts were observed at higher
frequencies than expected from the observed
frequency of pairwise interactions, indicative of a
form of cooperativity. Such cooperative multiway
interaction appears to be a general property of
chromatin not limited to specific regulatory
elements. It has been suggested that the col-
lision between two loop extruders could facilitate
three-way chromatin interactions (26, 43, 44).
Our observation that the cooperative three-way
interactions occur even after cohesin depletion
indicates that these observed higher-order inter-
actions can arise from a mechanism distinct
from the cohesin-based loop extrusion, although
our observations do not exclude the possibility
that the loop extrusion model could function
in parallel to induce higher-order chromatin
interactions.
Together, our observations of chromatin or-

ganization in single cells expand upon the
emerging view that genome packaging is more
complex than pairwise interactions (45). Our imag-
ing method, which provides a high-resolution
physical view of chromatin conformation of

targeted genomic regions, can complement
sequencing-based genome-wide methods for
investigating chromatin organization beyond
pairwise interactions. The combination of these
methods will help us better understand the
complex structural landscape of the genome,
tackling problems ranging from interactions
among multiple cis-regulatory elements to over-
all folding conformation of the chromosomes.

Methods summary

Each genomic region of interest was divided
into 30-kb segments, and target oligonucleo-
tides for these segments were designed com-
putationally. Target oligonucleotides for each
segment were concatenated to a unique read-
out sequence, along with primer regions for
selection and amplification, to constitute the pri-
mary probes. The primary probes were synthe-
sized through array-based oligo-pool technology
and amplified by polymerase chain reaction and
in vitro transcription followed by reverse tran-
scription (32). These probes were hybridized
to cells adhered to glass coverslips. The samples
were mounted in a flow chamber connected to
a custom fluidics system for iterative readout
probe hybridization and imaged with a custom-
assembled microscope (32, 33). Fluorescently
labeled oligonucleotides complementary to the
readout sequences of each segment, i.e., readout
probes, were added by the fluidics system, hy-
bridized for 10 to 30 min, and then rinsed out
with a wash buffer. The labeled cells were then
imaged by STORM and/or diffraction-limited mi-
croscopy. After imaging, the signal of the readout
probes was extinguished either by stripping off
the probes using DNA strand-displacement or
by photobleaching the fluorescence, or both,
and readout probes complementary to the next
readout sequence(s) [associated with the next
chromatin segment(s)] were added. The process
was repeated until all chromatin segments were
imaged, such that the multiplexed image of the
whole genomic region can be constructed with
high resolution. Detailed probe design, synthesis,
and imaging methods, as well as methods for
image analysis; for constructing spatial overlap,
distance, and contact matrices; and for single-
cell domain analyses are described in the ma-
terials and methods section of the supplementary
materials.
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was detected, suggestive of cooperative interactions within the genome.
populations of cells, but specific TADs were still detected at the single-cell level. Furthermore, higher-order organization 
arranged in topologically associating domains (TADs). Removing cohesin resulted in a loss of aggregate TADs among
nuclei of several different mammalian cell lines. After combining the datasets, single-cell matrices revealed chromatin 
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